
LUCY?: The Rest of the Story
Human Evolution?                                       Fair use educational material               ScienceUG.com
CLAIM: Is Lucy truly a transitional form, from primate to human or an extinct ape or pygmy chimp?

The Many Faces of “Lucy”... 

Just the Facts
Where? Hadar Ethiopia  
When? November 30, 1974 by Donald 
Johanson and others
What? bone fragments claimed to make 
up about 40% of skeleton, part of a group 
of animals called australopithecines

What your aren’t told in school 
textbooks and media
• Lucy knuckle walked and climbed trees
• Lucy’s shoulder blade is virtually 

identical to that of a great ape
• Lucy has no feet bones, but other 

australopithecines have curved toe and 
primate finger bones

• Lucy has an ape rib cage
• Lucy’s pelvis is male, and allowed 

limited upright walking ability

Heralded as one of 
the most complete 
skeletons, the 
benchmark by which 
other finds are 
judged. How do we know the bones that 

make up Lucy all belong to the 
same creature? We don”t

Argon dating of volcanic ash, 
provided an age of 3.2 million 
years for Lucy
But is radiometric dating reliable 
if we get extremely wrong dates 
from rock whose ages we know.

http://searchcreation.org/   
search “radiometric dating”
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(3.5 million years-old?) 
hominid footprints closely 
resembling those of humans 
were excavated at Laetoli, 
Tanzania. 100% human, these 
fossil foot prints are used to 
argue that Lucy had human 
feet. Or were humans walk-
ing around when “Lucy” was 
falling out of trees?



Sources & Further Research
Lucy: Extinct Primate Ape
http://www.icr.org/article/lucy-languishes-human-ape-link/
http://searchcreation.org/   search “Lucy” and “australopithicines”
http://ianjuby.org/what-kind-of-evolution-genesis-week-episode-10/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyQahEG1z_A
https://answersingenesis.org/human-evolution/lucy/bringing-lucy-to-life/
https://creationministry.org/transitional-fossils/
http://www.creationstudies.org/Education/lucy.html
https://answersingenesis.org/creation-science/baraminology/homo-
habilis-homo-rudolfensis-australopithecus-sediba-discussion/
https://creation.com/more-evidence-australopithecus-an-extinct-ape

Lucy: Ancient Ancistor
http://www.history.com/news/famed-lucy-fossils-discovered-in-ethiopia-40-years-ago
https://www.mnn.com/earth-matters/animals/blogs/facts-about-lucy-australopithecine
http://readnlove.com/lucy-the-missing-link-of-human-evolution/
http://mymultiplesclerosis.co.uk/id/lucy-australopithecus-afarensis/
https://www.wired.com/2010/06/lucy-revisited/
https://elucy.org/

Discussion Questions
Knowing that “Lucy’s” bones are fragmented and over half missing, is there enough to scientifically to prove this 
 creature as a primate to human transition?
Is reconstruction and fossil construction subject to bias and the desires of the “scientists”?
If Lucy is touted as one of the best “transitional” fossils what does that show for the scientific evidence for 
 Naturalistic Progressive Evolution of Primates to Man?                                                             OriginsUnited.com   

A human knee which 
was found 2-1/2 
kilometers away from 
the rest of the Lucy 
skeleton was used to 
INTERPRET the
Lucy skeleton. This 
was prolific in Johan-
son’s writings, and he 
winds up interchang-
ing the two knees all 
the time – you even 
see it in the NOVA 
documentary and in 
his book, “Ancestors.”

(Clasic Bias in Science)

Even though Lucy is 
fairly complete for a 
mammal fossil (47 of 
207 bones found), the 
bones are mostly small 
fragments with many 
pieces missing. Other 
specimens have been 
found, but most are far 
more fragmentary.
(Little Foot- most complete)
There is no consensus 
of what evolutionists 
think Lucy looked like. 
Instead, there are over 
a hundred different 
interpretations

Genesis Week Ep 34 
Season 2  
Walk like an ape? 
https://www.https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=0cAw-
BL8dGiQ

Watch

Did Humans Evolve?
https://genesisapologetics.com/
debunking-evolution-series/

Lucy the Australopithecus 
Debunked in 11 Minutes
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=SyZ0Tgpp1Cw

Textbook Tall Tales! 
Genesis Week, ep 15 of season 4
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cqnJrDeGXps


